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Abstract—This paper describes an 11 FO4 streaming data
processor in the IBM 90-nm SOI-low-k process. The dual-issue,
four-way SIMD processor emphasizes achievable performance per
area and power. Software controls most aspects of data movement
and instruction flow to improve memory system performance
and core performance density. The design minimizes instruction
latency while providing for fine grain clock control to reduce
power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I NCREASING thread level parallelism, data bandwidth,
memory latency, and leakage current are important drivers

for new processor designs, such as Cell. Today’s media-rich
application software is often characterized by multiple light
weight threads and software pipelines. This trend in software
design favors processors that utilize these threads to drive
the improved data bandwidths over processors designed to
accelerate a single thread of execution by taking advantage of
instruction level parallelism. Memory latency is a key limiter to
processor performance. Modern processors can lose up to 4000
instruction slots while they wait for data from main memory.
Previous designs emphasize large caches and reorder buffers,
first to reduce the average latency and second to maintain in-
struction throughput while waiting for data from cache misses.
However, these hardware structures have difficulty scaling to
the sizes required by the large data structures utilized by media
rich software. Transistors oxides are now a few atomic levels
thick and the channels are extremely narrow. These features are
very good for improving transistor performance and increasing
transistor density, but tend to increase leakage current. As
processor performance becomes power limited, leakage current
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becomes an important performance issue. Since leakage is
proportional to area, processor designs need to extract more
performance per transistor.

II. ARCHITECTURE

The Cell processor is a heterogeneous shared memory mul-
tiprocessor [2]. It features a multi-threaded 64 bit POWER
processing element (PPE) and eight synergistic processing
elements (SPE). Performance per transistor is the motivation
for heterogeneity. Software can be divided into general purpose
computing threads, operating system tasks, and streaming
media threads and targeted to a processing core customized
for those tasks. For example, PPE is responsible for running
the operating system and coordinating the flow of the data
processing threads through the SPEs. This differentiation
allows the architectures and implementations of the PPE and
SPE to be optimized for their respective workloads and enables
significant improvements in performance per transistor.

The synergistic processor element (SPE) is the first imple-
mentation of a new processor architecture designed to accel-
erate media and streaming workloads. The architecture aims
to improve the effective memory bandwidth achievable by ap-
plications by improving the degree to which software can tol-
erate memory latency. SPE provides processing power needed
by streaming and media workloads through four-way SIMD op-
erations, dual issue and high frequency.

Area and power efficiency are important enablers for multi-
core designs that take advantage of parallelism in applications,
where performance is power limited. Every design choice must
trade off the performance a prospective feature would bring
versus the prospect of omitting the feature and devoting the area
and power toward higher clock frequency or more SPE cores per
Cell processor chip. Power efficiency drives a desire to replace
event and status polling performed by software during synchro-
nization with synchronization mechanisms that allow for low
power waiting.

Fig. 1 is a diagram of the SPE architecture’s major entities and
their relationships. Local store is a private memory for SPE in-
structions and data. The synergistic processing unit (SPU) core
is a processor than runs instructions from the local store and
can read or write the local store with its load and store instruc-
tions. The direct memory access (DMA) unit transfers data be-
tween local store and system memory. The DMA unit is pro-
grammable by SPU software via the channel unit. The channel
unit is a message passing interface between the SPU core and
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the DMA unit and the rest of the Cell processing system. The
channel unit is accessed by the SPE software through channel
access instructions.

The SPU core is a SIMD RISC-style processor. All instruc-
tions are encoded in 32 bit fixed length instruction formats and
there are no hard to pipeline instructions. SPU features 128 gen-
eral purpose registers. These registers are used by both floating
point and integer instructions. The shared register file allows
the highest level of performance for various workloads with the
smallest number of registers. 128 registers allow for loop un-
rolling which is necessary to fill functional unit pipelines with
independent instructions. Most instructions operate on 127 bit
wide data. For example, the floating point multiply add instruc-
tion operates on vectors of four 32 bit single precision floating
point values. Some instructions, such as floating point multiply
add, consume three register operands and produce a register
result. SPE includes instructions that perform single precision
floating point, integer arithmetic, logicals, loads, stores, com-
pares and branches in addition to some instructions intended
to help media applications. The instruction set is designed to
simplify compiler register allocation and code schedulers. Most
SPE software is written in C or C++ with intrinsic functions.

The SPE’s architecture reduces area and power while facili-
tating improved performance by requiring software solve “hard”
scheduling problems such as data fetch and branch prediction.
Because SPE will not be running the operating system, SPE
concentrates on user mode execution. SPE load and store in-
structions are performed within a local address space, not in
system address space. The local address space is untranslated,
unguarded and noncoherent with respect to the system address
space and is serviced by the local store (LS). LS is a private
memory, not a cache, and does not require tag arrays or backing
store. Loads, stores and instruction fetch complete with fixed
delay and without exception, greatly simplifying the core de-
sign and providing predictable real-time behavior. This design
reduces the area and power of the core while allowing for higher
frequency operation.

Data is transferred to and from the LS in 1024 bit lines by
the SPE DMA engine. The SPE DMA engine allows SPE soft-
ware to schedule data transfers in parallel with core execution.
Fig. 2 is a time line that illustrates how software can be di-
vided into coarse grained threads to overlap data transfer and
core computation. As thread 1 finishes its computation it initi-
ates DMA fetch of its next data set and branches to thread 2.
Thread 2 begins by waiting for its previously requested data
transfers to finish and begins computation while the DMA en-
gine gets the data needed by thread 1. When thread 2 completes
the computation, it programs the DMA engine to store the re-
sults to system memory and fetch from system memory the
next data set. Thread 2 then branches back to thread 1. Tech-
niques like double buffering and course grained multithreading
allow software to overcome memory latency to achieve high
memory bandwidth and improve performance. The DMA en-
gine can process up to 16 commands simultaneously and each
command can fetch up to 16 kB of data. These transfers are
divided into 128 byte packets for the on chip interconnect. The
DMA engine can support up to 16 packets in flight at a time.
DMA commands are richer than a typical set of cache prefetch

Fig. 1. SPE architecture diagram.

Fig. 2. Example time line of concurrent computation and memory access.

instructions. These commands can perform scatter-gather op-
erations from system memory or setup a complex set of status
reporting and notification mechanisms. Not only can software
achieve much higher bandwidth through the DMA engine than
it could with a hardware prefetch engine, a much higher frac-
tion of the bandwidth is useful data than would occur with the
prefetch engine design.

The channel unit is a message passing interface between the
SPU core and the rest of the system. Each device is allocated
one or more channels through which messages can be sent to or
from the SPU core. SPU software sends and receives messages
with the write and read channel instructions. Channels have ca-
pacity which allows for multiple messages to be queued. Ca-
pacity allows the SPU to send multiple commands to a device
in pipelined fashion without incurring delay, until the channel
capacity is exhausted. When a channel is exhausted the write
or read instruction will stall the SPU in a low power wait mode
until the device becomes ready. Channel wait mode can often
substitute for polling and represents significant power savings.

The SPE has separate 8-byte-wide inbound and outbound
data busses. The DMA engine supports transfers requested lo-
cally by the SPE through the SPE request queue and requested
externally either via the external request queue or external bus
requests through a window in the system address space. The
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Fig. 3. SPE organization.

SPE request queue supports up to 16 outstanding transfer re-
quests. Each request can transfer up to 16 KB of data to or from
the local address space. DMA request addresses are translated
by the MMU before the request is sent to the bus. Software can
check or be notified when requests or groups of requests are
completed.

The SPE programs the DMA engine through the Channel In-
terface. The channel interface is a message passing interface in-
tended to overlap I/O with data processing and minimize power
consumed by synchronization. Channel facilities are accessed
with three instructions: read channel, write channel, and read
channel count which measures channel capacity. The SPE ar-
chitecture supports up to 128 unidirectional channels which can
be configured as blocking or nonblocking.

III. MICROARCHITECTURE

Fig. 3 shows how the SPE is organized and the key band-
widths (per cycle) between units. Instructions are fetched from
the LS in 32 4-byte groups when LS is idle. Fetch groups are
aligned to 64 byte boundaries, to improve the effective instruc-
tion fetch bandwidth. The fetched lines are sent in two cycles
to the instruction line buffer (ILB). 3.5 fetched lines are stored
in the ILB [1]. A half line holds instructions while they are se-
quenced into the issue logic while another line holds the single-
entry software-managed branch target buffer (SMBTB) and two
lines are used for inline prefetching. Instructions are sent, two
at a time, from the ILB to the issue control unit.

TABLE I
DUAL ISSUE UNIT ASSIGNMENTS

The SPE issues and completes all instructions in program
order and does not reorder or rename its instructions. Although
the SPE is not a VLIW processor, it does feature a VLIW like
dual issue feature and can issue up to two instructions per cycle
to nine execution units organized into two execution pipelines,
as shown in Table I. Instruction pairs can be issued if the first
instruction (from an even address) will be routed to an even
pipe unit and the second instruction to an odd pipe unit. Execu-
tion units are assigned to pipelines to maximize dual issue effi-
ciency for a variety of workloads. SPE software does not require
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TABLE II
UNIT AND INSTRUCTION LATENCY

NOP padding when dual issue is not possible. Instruction issue
and distribution require three cycles. The simple issue scheme
provides for very high performance, saves at least one pipeline
stage, simplifies resource and dependency checking and con-
tributes to the extremely low fraction of logic devoted to instruc-
tion sequencing and control.

Operands are fetched either from the register file or forward
network and sent to the execution pipelines. Each of the two
pipelines can consume three 16 byte operands and produce a 16
byte result every cycle. The register file has six read ports, two
write ports, 128 entries of 128 bits each and is accessed in two
cycles. Register file data is sent directly to the functional unit
operand latches. Results produced by functional units are held in
the forward macro until they are committed and available from
the register file. These results are read from 6 forward-macro
read-ports and distributed to the units in one cycle.

Loads and stores transfer 16 bytes of data between the register
file and the local store. The LS is a six-cycle, fully pipelined,
single-ported, 256 KB SRAM [3]. The LS is shared between
the SPE load/store unit, the SPE instruction fetch unit and the
DMA unit. Several workloads exhibit 80%–90% LS occupancy.
In order to provide good performance while keeping the pro-
cessor simple, a cycle by cycle arbitration scheme is used. DMA
requests are scheduled in advance, but are first in priority. DMA
requests access the local store 128 bytes in a single cycle, pro-
viding lots of bandwidth with relatively little interference to the
SPE loads and stores. Load and stores are second in priority
and wait in the issue stage for an available LS cycle. Instruction
fetch accesses the local store when it is otherwise idle, again
with 128 byte accesses to minimize the chances of performance
loss due to instruction run out.

Table II details the eight execution units. Simple fixed point
[4], floating point [5] and load results are bypassed directly from
the unit output to input operands to reduce result latency. Other
results are sent to the forward macro from where they are dis-
tributed a cycle later. Fig. 4 is a pipeline diagram for the SPE

Fig. 4. SPE pipeline diagram.

that shows how flush and fetch are related to other instruction
processing. Although frequency is an important element of SPE
performance, pipeline depth is similar to those found in 20 FO4
processors. Circuit design, efficient layout and logic simplifi-
cation are the keys to supporting the 11 FO4 design frequency
while constraining pipeline depth.

In order to save area and power, SPE omits hardware branch
prediction and branch history tables. However, mispredicted
branches flush the pipelines and cost 18 cycles so it is impor-
tant that software employ mispredict avoidance techniques.
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TABLE III
SPE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

Whenever possible, the common case for conditional branches
should be arranged to be an entirely inline sequence of in-
structions. When the common case cannot be identified, it is
often advantageous to compute both paths and use the select
instruction to select the correct results at the end of the block.
When a commonly taken branch is necessary, especially for the
backward branch of a loop, software can utilize the SMBTB.
The SMBTB holds a single branch target, and is loaded by
software with a load branch target buffer instruction. When a
branch is identified and its target is loaded into the SMBTB,
the SPE can execute the taken branch in a single cycle.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Performance on several important workloads is shown in
Table III. These workloads are written in C using intrinsics for
the SIMD data types and DMA transfers. Linpack, AES and
Triangle Lighting achieve performance very close to the SPE
peak of two instructions per cycle (IPC). The Linpack data is
especially impressive in that the DMA required to move the
data into and out of the local store is entirely overlapped with
execution. The other workloads execute out of SPU local store.
Triangle Lighting is a computationally intensive application,
that has been unrolled four times and software pipelined to
schedule out most instruction dependencies. The relatively
short instruction latency is important. If the pipelines were
deeper, this algorithm would require further unrolling to hide
the extra latency. This unrolling would require more than 128
registers and thus be impractical. These benchmarks show that
SPE is a very effective streaming data processor, even when
running software written in high level languages. This is due
in part to the simplicity of the ISA, the large register file and
the relatively short execution pipelines that the compiler can
easily schedule code for the SPE. These benchmarks also show
that the DMA programming model can over come memory
latency and allows the SPU core to achieve peak performance
rather than wait for needed data. Even with a very simple
microarchitecture and very small area, SPE can compete on a
cycle-by-cycle basis with more complex cores on streaming
workloads.

Fig. 5 is a photo of the 2.54 5.81 mm SPE, in 90-nm SOI.
SPE has 21 M transistors. Roughly 14 M of these transistors are
in arrays while the remaining 7 M transistors are in logic. The

bus interface unit (BIU) is under the on chip interconnect that
runs horizontally at the bottom of the SPE. Just above the BIU is
the DMA unit and its memory management unit (MMU). SPU
core occupies the upper three quarters of the floor plan. The LS
is on the right hand side, built from four 64 KB arrays. The data
path is on the left side, starting at the bottom with the register
file. The odd pipeline permute unit is between the register file
and the forward macro. The even pipeline is at the top of the data
flow. The four way SIMD nature of the SPE is clearly visible in
the data flow. Instruction sequencing and control accounts for
less than 10% of the total area and is generally located between
the data flow and the local store. The 64 B LS read bus runs
down over the LS ending in the channel unit under the LS stack
and in the ILB directly to the left of the bottom most LS array.
Instruction processing then flows back toward the middle of the
dataflow as instructions and operand are distributed to the exe-
cution units.

Table IV is a voltage versus frequency shmoo that shows SPE
active power and die temperature while running a single pre-
cision intensive lighting and transformation workload that av-
erages 1.4 IPC. Limiting pipeline depth also helps minimize
power. The shmoo shows SPE dissipates 1 W at 2 GHz, 2 W
at 3 GHz and 4 W of active power at 4 GHz. Active power is
the amount of power consumed by switching logic and array
circuits. For reference, this SPE dissipated about 1.7 W through
leakage current and 1.3 W in its clock grid at the 1.2 V, 2 GHz
operating condition. Although the shmoo shows function up to
5.2 GHz, separate experiments show that at 1.4 V and 56 C, the
SPE can achieve up to 5.6 GHz.

The shmoo clearly shows the SPE to be a high frequency
processor. In terms of the time required for an inverter to drive
four copies of itself the SPE is an 11 FO4 design. This allows
between four and eight stages of logic per cycle. Recall that
SPE pipelines are similar in depth to those of 20 FO4 pro-
cessors. There are many ingredients required to achieve these
results. The architecture eliminates many hard instructions and
functions. The microarchitecture reduces control complexity
with reduced latency and early instruction commit. Careful
floor planning minimizes the substantial effect of wires on
cycle time. Wire lengths are shortened by high density layout.
Selected dynamic circuits are used in the instruction sequencing
logic and forward macro to maintain short instruction issue
pipelines. The SPE implementation makes use of a rich latch
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TABLE IV
VOLTAGE/FREQUENCY SCHMOO

Fig. 5. SPE die photo.

library that has options for low insertion delay and embedded
functions to reduce latch overhead.

Power efficiency starts in the architecture which requires
translation only for DMA commands and provides a low power
alternative to polling. Microarchitectural decisions were made
in the context of logic driven power estimation tools. Limiting
pipeline depths and the elimination of tag array access from the
execution of speculative instructions both reduce power. High
density layout reduces wire cap and the required driver sizes.
SPE features fine grain clock control and mostly static circuits in

the execution units. These design choices result in active power
for an idle SPU to be 1/5 of the active power required for a heavy
work load and allow for impressive performance per watt.

V. CONCLUSION

The SPE represents a middle ground between graphics
processors and general purpose processors. It is more flexible
and programmable than graphics processors, but has more
focus on streaming workloads than general purpose processors.
SPE competes favorably with general purpose processors on
a cycle by cycle basis with substantially less area and power.
The efficiency in area and power encourages the construction
of a system on a chip including multiple SPEs and many times
the performance of competitive general purpose processors. It
is possible to address the memory latency wall and improve
application performance through the DMA programming
model. This model provides concurrency between data access
and computation while making efficient use of the available
memory bandwidth. Full custom design techniques can address
a challenging frequency, area and power design point.
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